Piano album . No 1
Ned Rorem

Date
Word ended in: 2001

Note:
Comprend : "Song without words" (1978) ; "Carol - Pastiche" (1984) ;
"Serenade for two paws" (1985) ; "Nineteen measures for Jim" (1986) ;
"Golden notes on nearing fifty" (1986) ; "Another little song without words" (1987) ;
"This serpentine etude" (1990) ; "For a perfect friend" (1991) ; "Marriage measures" (1992) ; "Snapshot of Jack" (1992) ;
"For Jim" (1993) ; "A little waltz for Jim at fifty - five" (1994) ;
"A melody for Shirley" (1994) ; "A talisman for Jim on Christmas Eve" (1994) ;
"A Christmas card for Mary and Rosemary" (1997) ; "For a perfect sister" (1997) ;
"A sarabande for the only Jim in the world " (1998) ; "60 notes for Judy" ;
"Seventy-seven notes for Rosemary" (1999) ; "Ninety-nine notes for the Millennium" (1999) ;
"For Ben" (1999) ; "Waiting to get well" (2000) ; "1 + 1 = 3" (2000) ; "Forty chords for Mark on april first " (2001)
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Editions of this work
enregistrements

enregistrements (1)

→ Piano album I ; Six friends
  Material description:1 disque compact (51 min 19 s) : DDD
  Note:Note sur l'enregistrement : New York. - us. - Manhattan School of Music, Greenfield Hall. - 20090316. -
  Compositeur:Ned Rorem
  Piano:Carolyn Enger
  Link: catalogue
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https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb167725444
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